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As we have published in The Academic Society Journal, especially in latest editorials, the
idea of free scientific dissemination through free journals with open access articles is part of our
proposal. However, contrary to the sustainability policy of several journals that charge
processing fees for the publication of scientific papers, our group has invested in the idea of
totally free publication.

The strategy that has been applied to achieve this goal is the organization of a Conference
(MEC3F) that collects quality manuscripts for publication. From this collection of scientific
material for publication, members of The Academic Society have been invited to participate in
the TASJ editorial board and to organize future issues.

The human capital involved in this work goes far beyond the cost of maintaining our
website and registering papers’ DOI on indexing platforms. Not just in the “Three Frontiers”
countries of Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil, but also in all countries of Mercosur, the access to
financial resources for funding publication in major journals is limited and insufficient. Thus, it
is complex to use developed countries' model of processing fees for publication without
excluding the research from emerging groups.
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So far, the results of this initiative are more than two hundred papers presented in each
edition of the MEC3F Conference, resulting in an average of 10 articles published in each TASJ
issue. Completely free of charge, students have been bringing their research to the city of Foz do
Iguaçu every year without paying registration fee and, being among the best manuscripts, their
papers have been published in our magazine that has been increasing in quality and projection.

Without judgment, the voluntary work of our reviewers has been very productive and we
believe that the proposed model is not just sustainable but it is also a very healthy alternative for
the research publication and projects dissemination with exchange among institutions from all
over Mercosur.

We believe ideas should always be encouraged.

We invite you to be part of our history!

Our doors are open!

Silvina Gabriela Ramos

Eduardo G. P. Bock
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